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The Laslett
Vintage finds meet modern British style 

at Notting Hill’s new neighbourhood hangout

Adrian Zecha
The celebrated Asian hotelier looks back 

on the many chapters of a distinguished career

The South Beach
Philippe Starck and Foster + Partners 

collaborate to design a new landmark for Singapore
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Hilton Schiphol
A M S T E R D A M

In a deliberate move away from the typical airport hotel, The Gallery HBA and 
Mecanoo Architecten join forces to create more than just a pit-stop. 

Words: Molly Dolan |  Photography: © Hufton + Crow (unless otherwise stated)
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We always envisioned that we would create an extraordinary 
landmark that Hilton, local people and travellers would be 
proud of,” begins André van den Berg, Managing Director 

of Schiphol Real Estate, at the opening of Hilton Amsterdam Airport 
Schiphol, a collaborative project between The Gallery HBA, Mecanoo 
Architecten, and Hilton’s in-house design team.

Connected to the international Schiphol airport and World Trade 
Center Amsterdam, the hotel’s mesmerising façade – created by local 
firm Mecanoo – follows the plinth of existing architecture. “The 
building follows the boulevard, but then is twisted 45 degrees,” 
explains Ellen van der Wal, Partner at Mecanoo. “We created this 
rotation – with curved edges – as we wanted to create a landmark. 
It was also rotated to lead towards the developments on the 
neighbouring side of the boulevard,” she adds. The result is a strong 
sense of flow, at contrast with its rectilinear neighbours. 

Comprising three layers, the façade is built upon a diamond-
punctured base with dark grey overlay and a white panelling exterior. 
“From the exterior, we wanted it to be indistinguishable where the 
rooms are,” explains van der Wal.

Upon entering the structure, a 42-metre-high atrium floods the 
lobby with natural light, while furniture, fabrics and traditional 
Dutch art forms such as crochet and embroidery create a sense of 
home for the fatigued traveller. “We wanted to create a harmonious 
space,” states Constantina Tsoutsikou, Associate at The Gallery HBA, 

who worked on the project for five years. “A lot of Dutch producers, 
designers and accessories have been selected, carefully curated to sit 
in harmony and produce a family of furniture.”

Procured by London-based Benjamin West, furniture from 
Linteloo and Roderick Vos combine with fabrics by Hella Jongerius 
for Maharam and chairs by Marcel Wanders for Poliform. With both 
renowned Dutch brands and up-and-coming names present, the space 
acts as the heart of the hotel, implementing Hilton’s reinvigorated 
lobby narrative described as functionally relevant spaces with a social 
atmosphere. “The steel wall wraps around the atrium and at some 
point becomes a library with a collection of books alongside the 
concierge,” explains Tsoutsikou “Then we created pockets, seating 
areas for doing different things. For the lone traveller, you can just 
sit and be part of the buzz. This then integrates with the lobby bar, 
blending everything together.”

Architecturally, the atrium has been designed to have impact: 
horizontal lines of balustrades wrap around the space and white 
elements reflect daylight deep into the building. Meanwhile, 
the surrounding steel wall’s fluid shape is inspired by the global 
journeys of cargo ships that have started and ended in Amsterdam. 
“In between the white, vertical wood is painted dark and creates 
a beautiful contrast,” describes van der Wal. “The lighting design 
follows these wooden patterns.”

Light is intrinsic to the design of this project, with DPA Lighting 
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completing the interior scheme and Danish brands Fransden Project 
and Rewired designing bespoke pieces for the public spaces. 

“In the conference and meeting spaces, we have created another 
level below the high ceilings using beautiful copper pendants,” says 
Tsoutsikou. “You also have the buzz of the lobby, with natural light, 
so you don’t feel like you’re far away from what is happening.” 
The 23 boardrooms and meeting spaces occupy the first and second 
floors, with acoustics softened by plush orange and grey upholstery, 
and wool carpets by OW Hospitality that emulate the building’s 
distinctive windows. 

Heading up the cavernous atrium, guestrooms offer both internal 
views and external, spanning the adjoining airport. The design is 
crisp, with a white and grey backdrop highlighting the diamond-
patterned headboard – another nod to the building’s snakeskin façade 
– while hand-tufted carpets draw on the city’s connection with the 
seas. Artwork depicting the skylines of the Netherlands – created 
in collaboration with Israel Páez – adorns the wall, while Skopos 
Fabrics’ voile sheers add a sense of warmth, and playful accessories 
add character. “When it comes to the art, the concept is if you slice the 
Netherlands in four, lines would pass through many different areas; 
the monuments, churches and landmarks have been represented,” 
says Tsoutsikou, outlining the appeal to locals as well as offering 
travellers a sense of place. 

By contrast, the one-bedroom Diamond Suite features dark hues 
and muted tones. “It is totally different,” Tsoutsikou exclaims. “We 
have gone back to the dark wood panelling found in an old Dutch 
house, with woodcut flooring drawing inspiration from the Schiphol 
art collection.” Owner Schiphol Group has loaned the hotel a number 
of original masterpieces from an extensive art collection – including 
works by Corneille, Anton Heyboer, Jan Cremer and René Daniels 
– which are displayed around the hotel. 

In the Diamond Suite, a polygon woodcut floor emulates the 
style of Dutch artist M.C. Escher, while a powder counter replaces 
the typical desk for a more intimate approach. Artwork by the late 
Ger van Elk hangs over a Heijden Hume chess table. “Both of the 
people in the picture are the artist himself, showing an internal 
dialogue,” muses Tsoutsikou. “It made sense that we placed it here; 
a space of contemplation” Further posters from the city’s renowned 
Rijksmuseum feature alongside Delightfull lamps and Moooi 
chandeliers, while Dick Bruna’s Miffy appears sporadically, affirming 
the sense of place. 

Adding a further sense of indulgence, three executive floors crown 
the hotel, with a lounge offering panoramic views of both the city and 
Schiphol airport. Meanwhile, the Eforea Spa – a luxury for an airport 
pit-stop – adopts the concept of the Schiphol Airport, which rests four 
metres below sea level. “Imagine you have dived underground,” toys 

Previous Page: The 42-metre atrium features furniture from Minotti, Gispen, Poliform and Linteloo with accessories by Jung, and lighting from LEDS C4, Rewired 
and Fransden Project Above: The suite features Escher-style polygon flooring alongside Ger van Elk artwork, Moooi chandeliers and Kvadrat textiles

© Will Pryce
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EXPRESS CHECKOUT: 433 guestrooms  |  1 restaurant  |  1 bar  |  Spa, fitness centre  |  Ballroom, 1,700m2 event spaces  |  www.hilton.com
Owner: Schiphol Real Estate  |  Operator: Hilton Hotels & Resorts  |  Interior Design: The Gallery HBA  |  Architecture: Mecanoo Architecten 
Lighting Design:  DPA Lighting  |  FF&E Procurement:  Benjamin West

Tsoutsikou. “Metallic, warm hues feature, 
with a natural pearl-white palette to keep 
it fresh.” Kettal furniture adorns the space, 
while the four treatment rooms interconnect 
to create a remarkable spa suite. 

Heading back down to the ground floor, 
work from Israel Páez features in the Bowery 
Restaurant, with painted Delft tiles depicting 
travel journeys via fun illustrations. Three 
open kitchens feature full-height murals 
in a modern take on Delft ceramics, while 
textured glass panels break-up the space. “It 
is organised to blend with the lobby, offering 
both a high-energetic area and traditional 
dining space. It’s cosy, you can find your 
corner,” says Tsoutsikou.

Overseeing the project was Celia Geyer, 
Senior Director Architecture and Design – 
Europe at Hilton Worldwide. She adds: “For 
the food experience, we use Dutch local 
produce. We’ve tried to make that connection, 
it is international, but with accents of locality.” 

Welcoming a new era of airport hotel, 
Hilton Schiphol eschews any preconceived 
notions and creates a perfect fusion of 
international hospitality with a Dutch touch.

Left: Imitating an underground lair, the Eforea 
Spa includes metallic hues and Dutch black tones 

alongside Kettal furniture and Moooi stools

© Will Pryce
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